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1. taxEngine

1.1 Overview

The taxEngine Library provides the necessary computations to perform a United States federal personal income tax 
estimate.  The library is self-contained and relies on no third party libraries to perform the computations.

1.2 Obtaining the taxEngine Library

The latest release of taxEngine Library is included in the complete taxEngine software download at the following address:

https://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=229884

The latest, possibly untested, and probably unstable, snapshot version can be downloaded from the software repository.

1.2.1 taxEngine Library Contents

The taxEngine Library contains the following projects (folders):

Project Description

taxEngine The taxEngine library files.

taxData The taxData data files and tables.

Common Common Library files.

taxEngineApplication taxEngine command-line sample application.

taxEngineTrace taxEngine command-line trace analysis 
application.

taxEngineServer SOAP Service sample server application.

taxEngineClient SOAP Client sample soap client application.

1.2.2 Software Requirements

The taxEngine Library was developed on Linux (Fedora 10) and Unix (FreeBSD 7) servers and tested on 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional using PHP 5.2.6 (and WinAMP, EasyPHP and XAMPP prepackaged 
versions).

The taxEngine Library has been designed to be used with a minimum of the following software release levels:

Software Minimum Version

PHP 5.2.6

Apache 2.2.6

Apache server is only required when using the taxEngineServer.  

taxEngineServer is a SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) server and taxEngineClient is a SOAP client, 
and thus requires the PHP 5 SOAP extension.  The SOAP extension requires the GNOME xml library, (libxml). 
These libraries are distributed with most popular distributions of PHP 5, but might not be installed or enabled by 
default.

1.3 Installation

The taxEngine Library depends upon the taxData and Common libraries, packaged with the taxEngine .  It is 
suggested that all folders be installed as sub-folders in a taxEngine installation folder.  This is the default organization of 
the software repository and the taxEngine release package.  The algorithm used to locate the taxEngine Library classes 
and Common Library classes depends upon this relationship.

The taxEngine Library requires no configuration.
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1.3.1 Installation Steps

To install the release package, the following steps can be used to perform a default installation of the complete 
package.  These steps assume that the target system meets the requirements set forth in the section titled 
Software Requirements.

1. Create the installation folder to hold the complete source package;
2. Download the newest release of the taxEngine from the address given above in Obtaining the 

taxEngine Library;
3. Decompress (Windows – unzip, Linux/Unix – gzip and tar) the files into the created installation 

directory;
4. if the taxEngine sample applications are not being installed, the installation is complete;
5. If the taxEngine sample applications are being installed, go to the relevant chapter for installation and 

configuration instructions.

1.4 taxEngine Class Naming Convention

The class and class file naming convention presupposes that each class is contained in a separate file with the same 
name as the class, and each class file contains only a single class.  It also assumes that class names contain only 
alphanumeric characters, and do not contain the underscore character ( _ ) as part of a name.
 
The format used for naming classes in the taxEngine is path-based.  That is, a class name is based upon the path to the 
class file relative to the installation folder, replacing the folder separators ( / ) in the name with underscore ( _ ) characters.

Conversely, in this scheme, replacing the underscore characters ( _ ) in the class name with folder separator characters 
( / ) (and adding .php to the end) gives the path to the file relative to the installation folder.

In the following examples, the installation root (the folder containing the taxEngine Library release files) is 
/usr/local/libexec/taxEngine.

1. The file /usr/local/libexec/taxEngine/taxEngineServer/Server.php contains the class 
taxEngineServer_Server.

2. The class taxEngine_Calculator_AdjustedGrossIncome is located in the folder
/usr/local/libexec/taxEngine/taxEngine/Calculator/AdjustedGrossIncome.php

3. The class Common_Autoload is contained in the file /usr/local/libexec/taxEngine/Common/Autoload.php

1.5 taxEngine Library Interface

The taxEngine Library interface consists of tax payer tax data stored in a Common_BaseRegistry object, and tax tables 
and data stored in a separate Common_BaseRegistry object, both provided during the construction of a taxEngine object. 
The result of the computation is returned in a Common_BaseRegistry object.  

Common_BaseRegistry objects are utilized to provide data encapsulation and isolation, as well as data integrity and 
security.  No data is directly accessible from outside of the class object.  Data can only be accessed through the provided 
access methods, and can be protected by setting the read-only state of the registry.

1.5.1 taxEngine Result Fields

The taxEngine places the results of the computations in the following fields of the provided 
Common_BaseRegistry registry object.  All fields are integer scalars.

Refer to Appendix C. taxEngine Result Fields.

1.5.2 Taxpayer Data Fields

The following tax payer data fields are expected by, and must be provided to, the taxEngine.  All fields contain 
integer data.

Refer to Appendix B – Taxpayer Data Fields for a list of the fields and descriptions.

1.5.3 Federal Tax Data Tables

The federal tax data tables are constructed by extending the Common_BaseRegistry class and setting the 
tables into the fields.  The fields are a mixture of data types, including floating point arrays, string arrays and 
constants.
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Refer to Chapter 2 – taxData for a discussion of the Federal Tax Tables., and Appendix A. Federal Tax Data 
Fields for a listing of the fields and their descriptions.

1.6 Common_Autoload

Use of Common_Autoload is required for proper operation of the taxEngine Library.  The Common_Autoload static 
class provides an automatic mechanism to locate and make present (load into memory) classes when they are needed. 
For this mechanism to work, classes must conform to the taxEngine Class Naming Convention, described above.  The 
first time that a class is encountered, the Common_Autoload mechanism will be invoked to load the required class.

The Common_Autoload class must be manually loaded (required) to make it available for auto load processing. 
Assuming the default installation hierarchy is being used, Common_Autoload can be loaded using:

require ('../Common/Autoload.php');

1.6.1 AutosetRoot

The Common_Autoload class will automatically determine what the installation root is, assuming that the 
structure is the same as the default release package.  It does this by using the 
Common_Autoload::AutosetRoot function to set the installation root if it has not already been set prior to the 
first call to Common_Autoload.

1.6.2 LoadClass

The Common_Autoload class provides a static function, LoadClass, to load class files.  This is the function 
used by the __autoload function to process the class load request.  

Common_Autoload::LoadClass may be called directly to load a class file containing a class with a name not 
matching the class file name.  This is useful when creating class factories, where a class implementation may 
be contained in many different class files, each containing an instance of the same class.

The syntax of the Common_Autoload::LoadClass function is

$result = Common_Autoload::LoadClass(<tax-engine-class-name>);

where <tax-engine-class-name> is a properly formed taxEngine Library class name.  Refer to the taxEngine 
Class Naming Convention described above.

The function returns true if the file was successfully located and loaded into memory, false if it was unable to 
locate or load the file.

For example, to load the file taxData/FederalTaxes/Data2008.php, which contains the class 
taxData_FederalTaxes_Data,

$result = Common_Autoload::LoadClass('taxData_FederalTaxes_Data2008');

This mechanism is used by the tax data class factory (Common_FederalTaxDataFactory) to load the 
taxData_FederalTaxes_Data class for the proper tax year.
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2. taxData

The taxData Library consists of the federal tax data files, which contain the federal personal income tax tables and data 
for a given year, and test data sets, containing sample tax payer data for testing purposes.  The tax data files are required 
for the taxEngine to perform properly.  The test data sets are currently used only by taxEngineApplication for taxEngine 
testing.

2.1 Federal Tax Tables

The taxData_FederalTaxes_Data class contains the tables and data required to perform the federal personal income tax 
calculations for the tax year identified in the table.  The taxData_FederalTaxes_Data class extends the 
Common_BaseRegistry class to store the data directly in a registry object to provide data encapsulation and isolation.

The tax data is loaded into the registry structure automatically when a new class object is instantiated (in the class 
constructor).  The registry is made read-only after loading the data, to  protect it from accidental change.  All methods 
available to manipulate data in the Common_BaseRegistry class are available to the taxData_FederalTaxes_Data. 

2.1.1 Data File Naming

The tax year data files all contain the same class name and structure, so the files, each of which contains data 
for a different tax year, cannot follow the standard class file naming convention.  Instead, tax data files in the 
taxData/FederalTaxData folder are named DATA followed by the 4 digit year.  

For example, the data file for tax year 2008 would be 

taxData/FederalTaxData/DATA2008.php

Because of this, the files are not loaded using the standard Autoload feature to autoload required files, but 
instead use a LoadClass feature of Common_Autoload to open and load the class file, making the proper 
taxData_FederalTaxes_Data class present.  Refer to the section titled FederalTaxDataFactory, below.

2.1.2 Creating A New Tax Year Data File

The tables change from tax year to tax year, but the majority of the values remain the same.  The simplest way 
to create a new tax year data file is to make a copy of the tax data file from the previous tax year and rename it 
appropriately.  Then, edit the table settings in the taxData_FederalTaxes_Data->initializeTaxes method. 
Make sure to set the proper tax year (YEAR) appropriately, and update the Tax Year Inventory File 
(taxData_FederalTaxes_Years.php), if the taxEngineClient application is being used.

2.1.3 Tax Year Inventory File

A tax year inventory is maintained in the taxData_FederalTaxes_Years static class for use by program's which 
need to know which tax years they can process.  The class contains a single static array which contains a list of 
the allowed tax years in numerical order.  Currently, the only application which uses this file is the 
taxEngineClient.

2.1.4 Federal Tax Data Table Fields

The following fields make up the federal tax data tables.  The fields are a mixture of data types, including 
floating point arrays, string arrays, integers and constants.

Refer to Appendix A. Federal Tax Data Fields for the field names and descriptions.

2.2 FederalTaxDataFactory

The Common_FederalTaxDataFactory is a class which is used to select the proper 
taxData_FederalTaxes_Data class file based upon the tax year being processed.

2.2.1 Factory

The Common_FederalTaxDataFactory::Factory static function is used to retrieve the singleton reference 
pointer to the specified tax year.
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$taxRegistry = Common_FederalTaxDataFactory::Factory(2008);

The Common_BaseRegistry object $taxRegistry contains a reference to the tax tables for the year 2008.

2.2.2 Current Year

The Common_FederalTaxDataFactory::CurrentYear static function is used to retrieve the current year being 
processed.

$year = Common_FederalTaxDataFactory::CurrentYear();

2.3 Taxpayer Test Data Files

The format of the tax payer information file is described in Appendix B. Taxpayer Data Fields.  The file contains the 
static class taxData_testData_FederalSet, which contains only a single static array, $taxpayerArray.

The array should be loaded into a Common_BaseRegistry to create a taxpayer data registry.  One way to do this is

$taxpayerRegistry = new Common_BaseRegistry();
$result = $taxpayerRegistry->copyRegistry(taxData_testData_FederalSet::$taxpayerArray);

$result will contain true if the copy was successful, false if not.  At this point, if $result is true, the $taxpayerRegistry has 
been initialized with the fields and values provided taxData_testData_FederalSet::$taxpayerArray, and is ready to be 
used with taxEngine_TaxEngine.
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3. taxEngineApplication

3.1 Overview

The RushTaxOS taxEngineApplication command-line application is provided to demonstrate the ease of interfacing to 
the taxEngine library.  It's secondary purpose is to provide a non-server based application to assist in the development 
and testing of the taxEngine class.

The latest release of taxEngineApplication is included in the complete taxEngine software download, or it can be 
downloaded for standalone operation from the software repository current snapshots.  The required sub-projects (folders) 
are: taxEngine, taxEngineApplication, taxEngineData, and Common.

3.2 Installation

The taxEngineApplication depends upon taxEngine, taxData and Common library.  It is suggested that all folders be 
installed as sub-folders in a taxEngine installation folder.  This is the default organization of the software repository and 
the taxEngine release package.  The algorithm used to locate the taxEngine class and library classes in the Common 
library depends upon this relationship.

taxEngineApplication requires no configuration.

3.3 taxEngineApplication Execution Options

taxEngineApplication accepts the following option settings:

in (required) the taxpayer information file (path-based file name).

verbose (optional) amount of output to produce.

trace (optional) path to the trace output file, if tracing (default = no trace 
file produced).

3.3.1 In File Name Format

The format of the input (tax payer information) data file name is the same as used for naming class files in the 
taxEngine.  It is based upon the path to the file relative to the installation folder.  The standard location of the 
test input files is taxEngineData/testData/<input-filename>.php.  The path-based file name is formed by 
replacing the / with an underscore (_).  

For the file FederalTestSet22.php stored in the standard location, the path-based file name is

taxEngineData_testData_FederalTestSet22

The file type (.php) is assumed, and not included in the name.

3.3.2 Verbose options

The recognized verbose options are:

none Do not output any messages.  Result is in 
the exit code.

some Output result data and error messages.

all Output input data, result data and error 
messages.

3.4 Starting taxEngineApplication

taxEngineApplication is executed by starting the php command line interpreter and pointing it at 
taxEngineApplication/Application.php as the file to execute.  On a *nix (Unix, Linux) system, assuming that php is installed 
in the /usr/bin folder, the following line can be used:
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/usr/bin/php <path-to-install-directory>/taxEngineApplicaton/Application.php in=<path-based-class-
name> verbose=all 

A similar command line would be used to execute the program as a Windows command line program, only the / would be 
changed to \ in the paths.

Alternatively, on a *nix system, the taxEngineAnalysis_Application.php file is setup to be a shell script.  The first line 
contains a script identifier which points to the script engine to use:

#!/usr/bin/php

By setting the owner and permissions properly (chmod +x), the file Application.php can be executed directly.  NOTE: 
Application.php must be executed from the folder in which it is installed:

cd <path-to-installation-folder>/taxEngineApplication
Application.php  verbose=all  in=taxEngineData_testData_FederalSet22  trace=taxengine.trace

This can be automated with a simple script, placed in the /usr/bin or /usr/local/bin (or somewhere in the execute search 
path), to perform the steps listed above.  For example, cd to /usr/local/bin (or to any folder in the executable search path) 
and edit the file taxEngineApplication.  Add the following lines of code to the file, adjusted for the installation path:

#!/bin/bash
cd <path-to-installation-folder>/taxEngineApplication
Application.php  $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6

Make sure to set the owner and permissions properly.  The application can be executed from anywhere, for example,

taxEngineApplication  verbose=all  in=taxEngineData_testData_FederalSet12  trace=taxengine.trace

3.5 In File Data Format

The format of the tax payer information file is described in the chapter on taxData.  Also refer to Appendix B. Taxpayer 
Data Fields.  The file contains the static class taxData_testData_FederalSet, which contains only a single static array, 
$taxpayerArray.
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4. taxEngineTrace

The taxEngineTrace utility application provides the ability to analyze the data stored in the output file created by the 
taxEngine_Statistics class in the taxEngine.  The information captured by the taxEngine during a trace includes:

class 
constructor

- name and passed parameters for a new 
class constructor

class 
destructor

- name for a class destructor

function entry - class and method name and passed 
parameters

function exit - class and method name and returned 
result

function 
recalculation

- class and method name and value prior 
to recalculation

This information makes the statistics trace feature of the taxEngine a valuable debug and simple profiling tool.  It provides 
the ability to trace the flow of the program, capturing class method information and parameters as each class function is 
entered and exited.  This captured data can then be processed and used, for example, to isolate computational problems, 
analyze function call sequence, and determine how often a computation needs to be performed.

4.1 Enabling the taxEngine Trace Feature

The output of the taxEngine_Statistics is triggered by providing the path to the statistics (trace) output file in a call to the 
static taxEngine_Statistics class:

taxEngine_TaxEngineStatistics::initialize($statisticsFilename);

prior to calling the taxEngine_TaxEngine class, and then setting the statistics parameter to the taxEngine_TaxEngine 
class constructor to true:

$statistics = true;
$taxEngine = new taxEngine_TaxEngine($taxRegistry, $taxpayerRegistry, $statistics);

The statistics output file is closed automatically upon termination of the calling application.

The taxEngine Library contains taxEngineApplication, a console-based application designed to demonstrate the ease 
of interfacing to the taxEngine library.  It's secondary purpose is to provide a non-server based application to assist in the 
development and testing of the taxEngine class, and it supports the taxEngine statistics trace option.  The statistics option 
is selected (set to true) by entering the path to the statistics output file using the statistics option on the command line.

4.2 taxEngineTrace Utility Execution Options

The taxEngineTrace utility accepts the following command-line options:

statistics (required) the path to the input statistics file to be processed.

output (optional) path to the output file.  If not set, output is to the current console 
output device.

print (optional) select analysis output options (see below)

4.2.1 Print Options

The recognized print options are:

trace print trace information in a structured output

analysis print class method call analysis by called method

crossref print class method call analysis by calling method

A combination of print options may be specified by separating the options with ','.  For example, to specify 
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analysis and crossref output,

print=analysis,crossref

The default print option is to print all output, or

print=trace,analysis,crossref

4.3 Starting the taxEngineTrace Utility

The taxEngineTrace utility program is executed by starting the php  command line interpreter and passing 
taxEngineTrace/Application.php as the file to execute.  On a *nix (Unix, Linux) system, assuming that php is installed in 
the /usr/bin folder, the following line can be used:

/usr/bin/php <path-to-install-directory>/taxEngineTrace/Application.php statistics=taxanalysis.trace 
output=taxanalysis.output 

This will produce all 3 outputs.  A similar command line would be used to execute the program as a Windows command 
line program, only the / would be changed to \ in the paths.

Alternatively, on a *nix system, the taxEngineAnalysis_Application.php file is setup to be a shell script.  The first line 
contains a script identifier which points to the script engine to use:

#!/usr/bin/php

By setting the owner and permissions properly (chmod +x), the file Application.php can be executed directly.  NOTE: 
Application.php must be executed from the folder in which it is installed:

cd <path-to-installation-folder>/taxEngineTrace
Application.php  statistics=taxanalysis.trace output=taxanalysis.output

This can be automated with a simple script, placed in the /usr/bin or /usr/local/bin (or somewhere in the execute search 
path), to perform the steps listed above.  

For example, cd to /usr/local/bin (or to any folder in the executable search path) and edit the file taxEngineTrace.  Add 
the following lines of code to the file, adjusted for the installation path:

#!/bin/bash
cd <path-to-installation-folder>/taxEngineTrace
Application.php  $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6

Make sure to set the owner and permissions properly.  The application can be executed from anywhere, for example,

taxEngineTrace statistics=taxengine.trace output=taxengine.output print=trace,analysis,crossref

4.4 Output Description

taxEngineTrace supports 3 analysis outputs: trace, analysis and crossref.

4.4.1 print=trace

The trace print option outputs a sequential (trace) analysis containing information about a method being 
referenced: where it is being called from (method and source line number), any call parameters and their 
associated values, and the result of the computation performed.

1. +  +  +   
2 . +  +   +   taxEngine_TaxCalculator->CalcTPSETax
3. +  +  +   +      (taxEngine_TaxCalculator->computeStaticVariables @ 321)
4. +  +   +   +   
5 . +  +   +   +   taxEngine_Calculator_SelfEmployment->tax
6. +  +   +   +   +      (taxEngine_TaxCalculator->CalcTPSETax @ 423)
7. +  +   +   +   +   tp_se_income=0
8. +  +  +   +   +   tp_se_expense=0
9. +  +   +   +   +   self_wages=250000
10. +  +  +   +   +   (RECALC = null)
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11. +  +  +   +   +   
12. +  +   +   +   (taxEngine_Calculator_SelfEmployment->tax) = 0
13. +  +   +   +   
14. +  +   +   (taxEngine_TaxCalculator->CalcTPSETax) = 0
15. +  +   +   

The row of crosses (+) in front of each line is a visual tool to help in lining up the beginning and ending of each 
method detail.  This is most useful when scrolling forward or backward multiple screens.

In the output snippet above, line 2 contains the name of the class and method being entered - 
taxEngine_TaxCalculator->CalcTPSETax

Line 3 shows the name of the calling class and method (taxEngine_TaxCalculator->computeStaticVariables) 
and from which source line the call was made (in this case, line 321). 

This means that on line 321 of the class taxEngine_TaxCalculator, in method computeStaticVariables, there 
is a call to the method taxEngine_TaxCalculator->CalcTPSETax.

Line 5 and 6 show that a call is placed to taxEngine_Calculator_SelfEmployment->tax from line 423 of 
taxEngine_TaxCalculator->CalcTPSETax.

Lines 7, 8 and 9 show the names and values of the parameters which were passed to 
taxEngine_Calculator_SelfEmployment->tax in the call listed on lines 5 and 6.

Also, note on line 10 that a recalculation had to be performed (the former result value was no longer valid, as 
the input parameters were not the same as in the previous call), and shows that the former result was null.

On line 12, the method taxEngine_Calculator_SelfEmployment->tax returns the result of the calculation, in 
this case 0.

4.4.2 print=analysis

The analysis print option summarizes information about method calls.

1. taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_AllowMed
2.    Called   37 times from taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_AllowedItemDeduction @ 828
3.                   Parameters: AGI=250000
4.                   Result:  0
5.    Called   37 times from taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_DisAllowedItemDeduction @ 878
6.                   Parameters: AGI=250000
7.                   Result:  0
8.    Called  114 times from taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_GrStdOrItmReduction @ 1013
9.                   Parameters: AGI=250000
10.                   Result:  0
11.    Called  186 times from taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_TotItemized @ 783
12.                   Parameters: AGI=250000
13.                   Result:  0
14.
15. taxEngine_Calculator_AllowMed->tax
16.    Called  371 times from taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_AllowMed @ 493
17.                   Parameters: agi=250000
18.                                        deduct_med=0
19.                   Result:  0
20.

The above output snippet shows the call activity for 2 methods: taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_AllowMed 
and taxEngine_Calculator_AllowMed->tax.

The information detail shows where the method was called from (calling method and line number) and the 
calling parameters.  Also shown is the number of times that the method was called with the same input 
parameters from each calling method, and the result returned.

4.4.3 print=crossref

The crossref print option outputs information about which methods a given method calls.
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1.
2. taxEngine_FederalTaxCalculator->Calc_TaxableInc
3.    Called   taxEngine_Calculator_TaxableIncome->tax  on  line #596 (  77 times)
4.                   With:     _comp_agi=250000
5.                                 _comp_std_item_deduct=56564
6.                                 _comp_tp_total_exempt=3400
7.                   Result:  190036
8.    Called   taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_GrStdOrItmReduction  on  line #589 (  77 times)
9.                   With:    FilingStatus=2
10.                                AGI=250000
11.                   Result:  56564
12.    Called   taxEngine_TaxCalculator->Calc_TotExemptions  on  line #594 (  77 times)
13.                   With:    filingStatus=2
14.                                deduct_DedOther=0
15.                                deduct_SPDedOther=0
16.                                agi=250000
17.                   Result:  3400
18.
19. taxEngine_FederalTaxCalculator->Calc_RegularTax
20.    Called   taxEngine_FederalTaxCalculator->Calc_OrdinaryTax  on  line #880 (  40 times)
21.                   With:    AGI=250000
22.                   Result:  52616
23.

The information detail shows which methods were referenced, where the method was referenced from (line 
number) and the parameters passed to the called method.  Also shown is the number of times that the method 
was called with the same input parameters, and the result returned.
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5. taxEngineServer

The taxEngineServer is a sample SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) web service designed to illustrate the ease of 
implementing a SOAP-based Tax Estimator using the taxEngine Library and PHP.  The server offers a single service, 
compute.

compute accepts a single string containing the tax information encoded in a manner similar to HTML Get form data (field-
1=value-1&field-2=value-2&..).   The result of the computation is returned encoded in a similar manner.
 
The SOAP interface is described in the taxEngineServer.wsdl file, a file written in the Web Services Description Language 
(WSDL).

The latest release of taxEngineServer is included in the complete taxEngine software download, or it can be downloaded 
for standalone operation from the software repository current snapshots.  The required sub-projects (folders) are: 
taxEngine, taxEngineServer, taxData, and Common.

 
5.1 Installation

The taxEngineServer must be modified following the installation. Additionally, the Apache server and/or PHP 
configuration must be modified.

5.1.1 taxEngineServer

The taxEngineServer uses a WSDL file to define the SOAP services offered.  Locate the taxEngine.wsdl file in 
the taxEngineServer folder and make the following modifications:

16. Locate the wsdl:definitions block at the top of the file:

<wsdl:definitions 
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" 

        xmlns:tns="http://dev113.rushtax.lan/taxEngineServer/" 
               xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/" 
               xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
               name="taxEngine" 
               targetNamespace="http://dev113.rushtax.lan/taxEngineServer/">

Change the highlighted URLs to match the installed URL as implemented in the Apache 2.2 Server 
configuration (see below).

21. Locate the wsdl:service block at the bottom of the file:

<wsdl:service name="taxEngine">
  <wsdl:port binding="tns:taxEngineBinding" name="taxEnginePort">
    <soap:address location="http://dev113.rushtax.lan/taxEngine/serverindex.php"/>
  </wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>

Change the highlighted URLs to match the installed URL.
Do NOT make any other changes unless you are sure about what you are doing.

5.2 Apache 2.2 Server Configuration Modifications

Add the following to the bottom of the httpd.conf (or in your alias.conf, or...) configuration file, after modifying both Alias 
and Directory paths to point to the installation folder on the target server:

Alias /taxEngineServer/ "/usr/local/libexec/taxEngine/taxEngineServer/"
<Directory "/usr/local/libexec/taxEngine/taxEngineServer/">
    Options Indexes
    AllowOverride ALL
    Order allow,deny
    Allow from all
</Directory>

Restart the Apache server to implement the changes.
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5.3 PHP 5.2.x Configuration Considerations

The taxEngine was designed to work with standard releases of PHP 5, version 5.2.6, or newer.  It depends on no external 
libraries.

The taxEngineServer utilizes the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and thus requires the PHP 5 SOAP 
extension.  The SOAP extension requires the GNOME xml library, (libxml).  These libraries are distributed with most 
popular distributions of PHP 5, but might not be installed or enabled by default.

Use a PHP 5 utility command, such as phpinfo(), to make sure that the required extensions are present and enabled.
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6. taxEngineClient

The taxEngineClient is a sample SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) client designed to illustrate how to interface an 
HTML-based input to the taxEngineServer SOAP-based Tax Estimator using the taxEngine Library and PHP.

The taxEngineClient provides a default input form to enter taxpayer information.  When the form is completed and sent to 
the taxEngineClient for processing, the HTTP input data is transformed to an XML-based string and forwarded to the 
taxEngineServer for processing.  When the result is received from the taxEngineServer, it is reformatted to generate a 
response form to return to the client, along with the original input form for modification and re-submission, if required.

The latest release of taxEngineClient is included in the complete taxEngine software download, or it can be downloaded 
for standalone operation from the software repository current snapshots.  The required sub-projects (folders) are: 
taxEngineClient and Common.

 
6.1 Installation

The taxEngineClient requires no modification if it is installed in the suggested hierarchy (refer to taxEngine Installation). 

6.2 Apache 2.2 Server Configuration Modifications

Add the following to the bottom of the httpd.conf (or in your alias.conf, or...) configuration file, after modifying both Alias 
and Directory paths to point to the installation folder on the target server:

Alias /taxEngineClient/ "/usr/local/libexec/taxEngine/taxEngineClient/"
<Directory "/usr/local/libexec/taxEngine/taxEngineClient/">
    Options Indexes
    AllowOverride ALL
    Order allow,deny
    Allow from all
</Directory>

Restart the Apache server to implement the changes.

6.3 PHP 5.2.x Configuration Considerations

The taxEngine was designed to work with standard releases of PHP 5, version 5.2.6, or newer.  It depends on no external 
libraries.

The taxEngineClient utilizes the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and thus requires the PHP 5 SOAP 
extension.  The SOAP extension requires the GNOME xml library, (libxml).  These libraries are distributed with most 
popular distributions of PHP 5, but might not be installed or enabled by default.

Use a PHP 5 utility command, such as phpinfo(), to make sure that the required extensions are present and enabled.
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Appendix A. Federal Tax Data Fields

The following fields make up the federal tax data tables.  The fields are a mixture of data types, including 
floating point arrays, string arrays, integers and constants.

Field Name Field Type Description

YEAR Integer The tax year the tables pertain to.

filingStatus Associative array. Filing status name is the index, filing status number is the 
value.

NUM_TAXRATES Integer The number of filingStatus entries, and the size of most 
tables.

PP_BIWEEKLY Integer Pay period – bi weekly.

RefCTC_Threshold Integer Child tax credit threshold.

RefCTC_Threshold_Wages Integer Child tax credit threshold wages.

CHILD_TAX_CREDIT Integer Child tax credit.

childTaxCreditMax Integer array. Maximum child tax credit, indexed by filingStatus.

ExtraAmtMFJ Integer. Extra standard deduction for married filing jointly/separately 
or qual. widow

ExtraAmtSingle Integer. Extra standard deduction for single/head of household.

MinDepStd Integer. Minimum dependent standard deduction.

Deduction Integer array. Standard deduction indexed by filingStatus.

iIDPOThreshold Integer array.

Tax_DedMedicalPct Floating point. Deduction medical percentage.

tuitionLimits Integer array.

tuitionLimitsMFJ Integer array.

tuitionDeduction Integer array.

ED_CREDIT_THRESHOLD_MFJ Integer. Education credit threshold, married filing jointly.

ED_CREDIT_THRESHOLD_NON_M
FJ

Integer. Education credit threshold, not married filing jointly.

Personal_Exemption Integer.

iPEPOThreshold Integer array.

ExcessInvInc Integer. Excess investment income.

ED_CREDIT_CUTOFF_MFJ Integer.

ED_CREDIT_CUTOFF_NON_MFJ Integer.

EIC_MAX_INCOME Integer. Earned income credit – maximum income.

EICAmt1 Integer.

EICAmt2 Integer.

EICAmt3 Integer.

PhaseOutAmt1 Integer.

PhaseOutAmt2 Integer.

PhaseOutAmt3 Integer.

EIC_MFJ_Adjustment Integer.

EIC_tp_min_age Integer.

EIC_tp_max_age Integer.

EIC_sp_min_age Integer.

EIC_sp_max_age Integer.

CreditPct Floating point array.
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PhaseOutPct Floating point array.

MARRIED_JOINT_FILER_POThres
hold

Integer.

NOT_MARRIED_JOINT_FILER_PO
Threshold

Integer.

BracketWH Integer array.

WHAmt Floating point / integer 
array.

IncomeLimit Integer array.

TaxRate Floating point array.

AMT_EXEMP Integer.

AMTI_MFS Integer.

AMTI_LIMIT_MFS Integer.

iAMTExemptionPO Integer array.

AMTExemption Integer array.

agi_multiplier Floating point array.

setax_minIncome Integer. Self-employment tax, minimum income.

setax_netEarningsPct Floating point. Self-employment tax, net earnings percent.

setax_pctNetEarnings Floating point. Self-employment tax, percent of net earnings.

setax_pctNetSSI Floating point Self-employment tax, percent of net SSI.

ssb_base Integer. Social Security Benefit – base income.

ssb_base_joint Integer. Social Security Benefit – base income married filing jointly.

ssb_additional Integer. Social Security Benefit – additional income.

ssb_additional_joint Integer. Social Security Benefit – additional income married filing 
jointly.

ssb_taxable_pct Floating point. Social Security Benefit – taxable percent (base).

ssb_taxable_pct_add Floating point. Social Security Benefit – taxable percent (additional).

ssb_eligible_pct Floating point. Social Security Benefit – eligible percentage.
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Appendix A. Taxpayer Data Fields

The following tax payer data fields are expected by, and must be provided to, the taxEngine.  All fields contain 
integer data.

Field Name Description

tax_year Tax year the data pertains to.

filing_status Filing status.

itin Individual tax identification number (0 = no, 1 = yes).

tp_age Taxpayer's age on December 31 of the tax year.

self_wages Taxpayer's total wages (from W-2 box 1).

deduct_tp_fedl_inctaxto
date

Taxpayer's federal income taxes withheld (from W-2 box 2).

tp_se_income Taxpayer's self-employment income

tp_se_expense Taxpayer's self-employment expenses

sp_age Spouse's age on December 31 of the tax year.

spouse_wages Spouse's total wages (from W-2 box 1).

deduct_sp_fedl_inctaxt
odate

Spouse's Federal income taxes withheld (from W-2 box 2).

sp_se_income Spouse's self-employment income.

sp_se_expense Spouse's self-employment expenses.

exempt_dependents Total exempt dependents.

exempt_disabledChild Total disabled children.

exempt_under14to16 Total children age 14 to 16.

exempt_student19to24 Total students 19 to 24.

other_dependents Total of other dependents.

exempt_under17 Total children under 17.

exempt_itin Total children with ITIN.

interest_inc Income from interest.

ordinary_dividend Ordinary dividend (from 1099-DIV or bank/broker statement).

qualifying_dividend Qualifying dividend (from 1099-DIV or bank/broker statement).

sl_refund State or local income tax refund (from 1099-G).

held_oneyr_orless Capital gain or loss (from 1099-DIV, bank/broker statement, or 1099-B), held one 
year or less.

held_gt_oneyr Capital gain or loss (from 1099-DIV, bank/broker statement, or 1099-B), held 
more than one year.

soc_sec_ben Social Security Benefit (from 1099-SSA).

other_inc_loss Other income or loss.

deduct_real_estate Mortgage interest (from 1098) and Real Estate tax.

deduct_charity Charitable donation.

deduct_med Medical expenses.

deduct_sl_tax State and local taxes.

deduct_deduct_job_tax Job expenses and tax preparation fees.

deduct_other_credits Other itemized deductions.

deduct_deduct_int Deductible interest.

deduct_invest_int Deductible investment interest.

deduct_tuition Tuition expenses (college-level courses from 1098-T).
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deduct_tuition_hope Tuition expenses – Hope.

deduct_tuition_lifetime Tuition expenses – Lifetime.

student_loan_int Student loan interest (from 1098-E).

taxcalc_depcare Dependent (child) care expenses.

other_adjto_inc Other adjustments to income (credits).

taxpmt_est_taxpaid Federal taxes paid (quarterly estimated taxes paid).
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Appendix A. taxEngine Result Fields

The taxEngine places the results of the computations in the following fields of the provided 
Common_BaseRegistry registry object.  All fields are integer scalars.

Field Name Description

agi Adjusted gross income.

st_deduction Itemized / Standard 
deduction.

pers_exemptions Personal exemptions.

taxable_income Taxable income.

reg_tax Regular tax.

amt_par1 Alternative minimum tax, part 
1.

amt_par2 Alternative minimum tax, part 
2.

amt Alternative minimum tax.

child_care_credit Child care credit.

lifetime_lcredit Hope/Lifetime learning credit.

child_tax_credit Child tax credit.

other_credits Other credits.

tax_after_credits Tax after credits.

self_empl_tax Self-employment tax.

total_tax Total tax.

eic Earned income credit.

add_child_tax_cre
dit

Additional child tax credit.

fed_inheld Federal income tax withheld.

estimated_taxes Estimated tax payments.

refund Refund (-) or payment due 
(+).

payments Total payments.

penalty Late pay penalty.

refund_penalty Refund plus penalty.
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Appendix A. License

The taxEngine Library is copyright © 2008, 2009. RushTax, Inc. 

A.1 taxEngine Library License

The taxEngine Library, including taxEngine, taxEngineServer, taxEngineClient, taxEngineApplication, 
taxEngineTrace, taxData, Common, and associated files, together referred to as taxEngine Library are released under 
the following license:

The taxEngine Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) 
any later version. 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied 
warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public 
License for more details. 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free 
Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA .

A.1.1 Statement of License Availability

There is a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, version 3, contained in each folder of the 
RushTaxOS taxEngine.  Additionally, the license, as well as newer versions, may be viewed on the Open 
Source Foundation website at the following web address:

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.html

A.2 GNU LGPL version 3

     GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
                       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>.

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

  This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU 
General Public License,  supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

  0. Additional Definitions. 

  As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers 
to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

  "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as 
defined below.

  An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on 
the Library.  Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the 
Library.

  A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library.  The particular version of 
the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

  The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, 
excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, 
and not on the Linked Version.

  The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the 
Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but 
excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.
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  1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

  You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU 
GPL.

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

  If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an 
Application that uses the  facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a 
copy of the modified version:

   a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not 
supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

   b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.

  3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

  The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library.  You may 
convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical 
parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in 
length), you do both of the following:

   a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use 
are covered by this License.

   b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

  4. Combined Works.

  You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict 
modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such 
modifications, if you also do each of the following:

   a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its 
use are covered by this License.

   b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

   c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library 
among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

   d) Do one of the following:

       0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application 
Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified 
version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU 
GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

       1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at 
run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified 
version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version. 

   e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 
6 of the GNU GPL, and  only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of 
the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If 
you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding 
Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 
of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)

  5. Combined Libraries.

  You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other 
library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under 
terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other 
library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to 
find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

  6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

  The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from 
time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new 
problems or concerns.

  Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered 
version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the 
terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If 
the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may 
choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

  If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General 
Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you 
to choose that version for the Library.
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